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QUESTION 1

A company has implemented Oracle Applications Release 12. It wants to configure a system that sends emails to key
database administrators (DBAs) when a tablespace in the Oracle Applications database does not have adequate free
space. Identify which component in the Oracle Applications technology layer performs this task. 

A. Oracle Alert 

B. Oracle Workflow 

C. Oracle E-mail Notification 

D. Oracle Applications Framework 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You run a report that generates output in PDF format. The report completes with the error "REP- 3000: Internal error
starting Oracle Toolkit." How will you resolve this? 

A. Set up the DISPLAY environment variable in .profile of the database user. 

B. Set up the DISPLAY environment variable in .profile of the application user. 

C. No DISPLAY settings are required. Shutting down and restarting the services under APPSTier will fix the issue. 

D. Set up the DISPLAY environment variable in adovars.env to point to an active X Windows. 

E. Set up the DISPLAY environment variable in $CONTEXT_FILE of the database tier to point to an active X Windows,
and then run AutoConfig. 

F. Set up the DISPLAY environment variable in $CONTEXT_FILE of the application tier to point to an active X Windows,
and then run AutoConfig. 

Correct Answer: F 

 

QUESTION 3

Sam has to apply a patch on his Oracle Applications system. He has already brought down the services on the
application tier. The database tier and the database listener are up and running. He goes through the readme of the
patch and discovers that three prerequisite patches need to be applied on the system before applying the main patch.
Now, Sam needs to check if these prerequisite patches have already been applied to the system, so he decides to
extract this information from the database. Identify the tables that would help him in extracting the above information
from the database. (Choose all that apply.) 

A. ad_bugs 

B. fnd_bugs 

C. ad_patches 
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D. ad_patches_applied 

E. ad_applied_patches 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which patch establishes the compatibility of the current version of Oracle Applications with the newer version of the
database or technology stack component? 

A. diagnostic 

B. translation 

C. new feature 

D. intraoperability 

E. interoperability 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

John is working for XYZ company. He received a tape from a customer that has the.dbf files and ORACLE_HOME
database. He extracted the .dbf files from the tape to the server. After checking, he realized that the customer\\'s DBA
forgot to run preclone on the source database tier before taking a B ckup on the tape. To bring up the database
successfully using adcfgclone.pl (postclone) on target, what action would you ask the customer\\'s DBA to perform
instead of requesting for a full backup again? 

A. Run preclone on the source database tier and request the customer\\'s DBA to send only .xml. 

B. Run preclone on the source database tier and request the customer\\'s DBA to send only the oraInventory directory. 

C. Run preclone on the source database tier and request the customer\\'s DBA to send only the dbf system tablespace
files. 

D. Run preclone on the source database tier and request the customer\\'s DBA to send only bin under the
$ORACLE_HOME database. 

E. Run preclone on the source database tier and request the customer\\'s DBA to send only the appsutil directory under
the $ORACLE_HOME database. 

Correct Answer: E 
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